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The Anthropology of Cartography 
Denis Wood 

In 1986 John Fels and I claimed that 'The anthropology of cartography 
is an urgent project' (Wood and Fels 1986: 72). [n 2011 this is trucr 
than evcr: we still have little idea what the gazillion maps are used for. 
With the explosion in the map's popularity that has ta ken place since 
1986 and the extraordinary expansion of its reach and reception - map 
art, the ludic turn, map as performance, map as theatre, and so 
on - what the map in fact does, what it accomplishes, seems less clear, 
because more diffuse than ever. Indeed, as the map's functions multiply, 
the function that most justifies the pervasiveness of its presence in OliT 

lives seems ever mOTC capablc of receding into the background the bet
ter to perform its work unobserved . This growi ng invisibility threatens 
to blunt, if not wholly undo the entire critical project, even as criticism 
finds itself on everyone's lips. 

What do people do with ma ps? 

Why did Fels and I call for an anthropology of cartography! Because we 
were fed up with the woolly-headed nonsense cartographers spouted -
without a sh red of evidence - about how and why people used maps. 
Consider a 1985 episode of MacGyver in which MacGyver has been sent 
to retrieve a map from an unnamed North Africa n country. I 'Great 
thing about a map,' MacGyver says, 'it can get you in and out of places 
a lot of different ways.' The map he's after, he goes on, 'documents the 
plans of some heavy-handed trouhle-makers. Folks back homc figu re if 
I ca n get a hold of it, the trouble might stop.' As Legion naires approach, 
MacGyver clambers through a window into the room with t he map. 
Having seized it he discovers the door is locked from thc outside. 
Slipping the map under the door, MacGyver pokes the key from the 
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keyhole with his knife. The key drops onto the map which MacGyver 
then pulls back into the room. During the ensuing chase MacGyver 
uses the rolled-up map as a pea-shooter to distract a bystander. Wrapped 
around an iron bar, MacGyver uses the map to disable a pursuer. Finally 
MacGyver uses the map to patch a hole shot in the hot air balloon in 
which he's escaping. The map is used to document plans, to retrieve 
a key, as a pea-shooter, as a disguise, and as a patch. 'A good map,' 
MacGyver concludes, 'will always get you where you want to go.' 

The shortcomings of MacGyver's examples were that they were lim
itcd to what we might caU literal functions, this at a ti me when Roland 
Barthes, among others, was encouraging tiS to pay attention to the 
"'ylll;c fu nctions that hitchhiked, as it were, along with the literal. This 
was a well-understood characteristic of communication. Hitchhiking 
on MacGyver's varied uses of the map, for example, would have been 
his ingenuity. That is, what appeared at the level of what Barthes called 
laT/gllage to illustrate 110 more than how to usc a map to retrieve a key, 
appeared at the level of what Barthes called my til to illustrate something 
else, MacGyver's endless resourcefulness. Barthes's innovation was to 
recognize that th is tiered system of signification applied to institutions, 
to the news, to advertising, to mass consumer goods, to 'collective rep
resentation' of all kinds. What Fels and I couldn't help noticing was that 
these 'collective representations' included maps. In fact Barthes might 
have been talking about maps when he wrote about his popular collec
t ion, Mytlwlogies: 'I had just read Saussure and as a resuit acquired the 
convlt.1:ion that by treating "collective representations" as Sign-systems, 
one migh t hope to go further than a pious show of unmasking them and 
account in detail for the mystification which transforms petit-bourgeois 
CUlture into a un iversal nature' (Barthes 1970: 9). We too wanted to 
account in detail for the mystification enveloping the map, but the mere 
unmasking exposed map uses we hadn't thought about before. 

For example, it soon became obvious how the North Carolina state 
highway map was first and foremost a promotional platform for the 
governor and a way of advertising the state as a tourist paradise. It s 
navigationa l function was really just a syringe for ma inlining these 
secondary meanings. As a professor of curriculum and instruction, 
commenting on the availability of state highway maps for classroom 
usc, remarked, ' It has the governor's picture on it. You can get as many 
as you want.' The discovery of such 'secondary' uses - 'secondary' in 
quotation marks because they're so often primary - blew the number 
of map uses out of the water. Here's a photo illustrating a story about 
a legislatively mandated North Carolina social studies curriculum 
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Figure 15.1 An eighth-grade girl uses the state highway map in her social studies 
class. She's not flnding her way but she Is affirming the existence of the state 

(Figure 15. 1).2 It's an overhead shot of an eigh th-grade girl transferring 
features from the h ighway map to a sma ll outline map of the state. She's 
turned herself into a human pantograph, reproducing and so affirm
ing the existence of the features she reproduces. Simultaneously she's 
reproducing and so affirming the ex istence of North Carolina as a state. 
Clearly the map has morphed into a teaching aid, but it is pretty plain 
that it is also implicated in the construction of the state as a reality to 
be taken fo r granted by North Carolina students. 

Wow! Navigational aids, pea-shoote rs, promos for the gov ... what 
else migh t maps be used for? In 1989 I tried to develop an answer to 
this question by noting every map my family encountered, used or 
produced in 20 days of its daily li fe. On day 2 my then 14-yea r-old son, 
Randall , made two elaborate maps of 'Rebel Installation SR S43-k3' for 
a role-playing game he was in; during the whole period he was obsessed 
with these maps. My son Cha ndler, then a 12-year-old, made two maps 
during the 20 days fo r a school project on France: one of departments, 
capitals and major rivers, the other for a tourist brochure of att ractions 
along the Seine (' France: The Country of Romance'). Chandler also 
spent time drawing elaborate plans for water parks (as many as fOUf 
or five a day); produced a map for a role-playing scena riO; and spon
taneously emitted a map of the world, stimu lated by a visit from Tom 
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Saari nen who had projected slides onto our dining room wall of maps 
he'd collected as part of his Natio nal Geographic Society-sponsored 
study of world views (1988). During the 20 days we drew nine maps 
playing Pictionary in effo rts to evoke 'Brazil', 'Taiwan', 'Los Angeles', 
' Illinois', 'East Coast', 'trip', 'map', 'area code' and 'foreigner'. The kids 
and some friends played Risk - with its notorious map - and maps 
showed up on packaging, in advertising, and as editorial content in 
newspapers and magaZines. 

Maps played central roles in numerous social exchanges. On the first 
day in the period I gave Ingrid, then my wife, maps of bus routes I'd 
collected in Spokane and Portland for her to use in her capacity as a 
board member of the Raleigh Tra nsit Authority. On the second day she 
and I consulted a pair of Amtrak maps to plan a su mmer train trip. On 
the third day Randall asked me to photocopy a map from volume IV of 
the Mid-Ce"tury Etiitioll of TIle Times Atlas of tile World fo r a report on the 
Canary Islands. Two days later Ingrid took our Goode's World Atlas off the 
shelf to show Chandler the route of the trip we'd planned on Amtrak. 
A day after that Randall and his friend Garland used a city road map to 
cla rify the bike route we'd taken to see Beverly Hills Cop 11. This led to a 
discussion of distances in which Garland used the map's index to find 
Walden Pond Road, and then to calculate the distance he'd biked to 
get there. Five days later Randall took a city road map with him on his 
Sunday bike ride to Wake Forest. Five days later still, on a bus trip with 
my father, we conferred about our route while consulting the map on a 
bus stop kiosk. When he noticed that on the way home we were follow
ing a different route we looked at a map on a bus schedu le. Talking on 
the phone a couple of days later we each consulted our own copies of a 
City map as we tried to locate the places we were talking about. On the 
last day a friend came by with a pai r of maps we needed for a prese nta
tion to Raleigh City Counci l. lbgether we delivered a yard sign thai had 
a road map on it. At dinner that night Chandler asked about Greenland 
on the Surrealist map of the world I was wea ring o n a T-shirt promoting 
R. E.M.'s UWe America album. On his own shi rt, over the left breast , was 
a logo constructed around the outline of North Carolina.) 

But the map is not a rock 

The problem with approaching map use in this way is that it takes the 
map for granted, as though it were a fact of nature like a rock, and then 
tries to catalogue how people use rocks, what people do with them, 
what they ... mea". But maps aren't 'facts of nature'. They are artefacts 
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people have crea ted to do things with, artefacts with almost ritualis_ 
tic functions . Maps are used to establish the real. They're profoundly 
perform ative. 

I say this almost belligerently. I wan t simultaneously to mea n by this 
that the map is anything but represen tat ional and at the same time to 
distance myself from the cant about the performa tivity of the map that 
sullies so much map talk these days. Maps have always been performa_ 
live. In fact, It Is their perfor mative character that makes them Such a 
useful prop for the state, for the state that called maps into being In 
the fi rst place, called them into being fi rst and foremost ... to perform 
ti,e state. 

Okay, hang on. I know that might be a bit much to swallow. Hear 
me out. 

Sta rting in graduate school, when I first began to take maps seriously, 
I had a problem that seemed not to t rouble others: why were maps so 
popu lar, and why were there so many of them? The answers I got danced 
around a contention that struck others as self-evident: it's thei r utility, 
stupid, a utility that was supposed to arise with the ' fact' that, 'Maps 
enable man 10 rise, so to speak, above h is immediate range of vision, 
and contemplate the salient fea tures of larger areas.' That 's how Arthur 
Robinson put it back in 1953 in h is textbook, Elements of Cartography 
(1953: 1). Large-scale maps, he went on, 'provide [man] with the knowl
edge to carryon his work intelligently', while small er-scale maps ' are 
indispensable to understanding the problems and potentials of an area'. 
The paragraph heading read, 'Maps, Indispensable Tools'. Others put it 
differen tly, but to the sa me end . 

That this was untrue was obvious to me even as a graduate student. 
Even with the history of cartography in the parlous shape it was in the 
1960s anyone could see that for most of human histo ry maps had been 
d ispensed with quite readily; fo r most of human history they'd been 
dispensed with entirely. And callow as I was, I had enough experience 
to know that even in the 1960s they weren't indispensable tools every
wllere: they were, for example, hard to find in the highlands of Chiapas 
even in govern ment offices. 

This objection aside, though, I was struck by another, namely that 
any 'knowledge' a map might provide could just as well take other 
forms. For instance, I'd never seen a deed on which the surveyor's map 
wasn't paralleled by a verbal description: 'Beginning at a stake marking 
the north-eastern corner of the intersection of West Cabarrus Street .. .' 
and so on. (In 2011, of course, Google Maps directions work the same 
way: there's a route high lighted on a map but it Is paralleled by a verbal 
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descript ion: 'Head south on Hillsborough Street toward Shepherd 
Street .. .' and so on.) If words could serve in legal documents (and on 
Google Maps today), where couldn 't they? And geography texts, it was 
hard for me not to notice, were mostly words with only here and there 
a map. Evidently maps were easily replaced by words. It was probably 
why they were so dispensable. 

Other arguments - that we needed maps to get around - were almost 
laughably dismissible. Wllo (lid? and, Since wilen? No, all these argu
ments were too flimsy to sta nd up against the weakest attac k. They were 

clea rly bogus. 
In fact I found the whole 'Maps enable man to rise, so to speak, 

above his immed iate range of vision .. .' class of arguments inherently 
troublesome, the whole idea - on wh ich all the fest of the arguments 
rested _ that maps were representations of the world. In the first place, 
wlmt if they were? I mea n, how was rising 'above his immediate range o f 
vision' supposed to ' provide the knowledge to carry on his work intel
ligently'? Y01lIJad an overhead view ami all of a Slldden Y01lllad knowledge? 
I never got how th is was supposed to work. At the very least there were 
a number of missing terms. 

And even if the representational idea did ho ld fo r trees and rivers
later I would realize it didn't even hold for them - right off I could see 
that it d idn 't work for property lines, for political bounda ries at all . 
I mea n, I'd seen the world from the tops of tall buildings, from ai r
planes: it was mostly roofs and fields and patches of green and brown. 
And, okay, even if I abstracted and labelled these, named the rivers 
and the streets, I still didn't have the legislative district boundaries, the 
school zones over which people fought so ferociously. I still d idn't have 
the property lines. I did n't have the city limits. 

Because it explained llOtilillg , the idea of the map as a representation 
fo r me was suspect from the beginning. It didn 't explain what the map 
offered that photogra phs, that paintings, that prose didn't; it didn't 
explain how knowledge was supposed to arise from its contemplation; 
and it didn' t explain the presence of insensible th ings. It d idn't explain 

anythi ng. 

A working description of t h e m ap 

Okay, but if they weren't representations, what were they? This wasn't 
easy, mostly because the idea - the very word 'represen tation' - was so 
deeply embedded in all map tal k, in every dimension of map talk. But by 
1992, when I found myself curating 'The Power of Maps' exhibition, I'd 
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been grappling with the quest ion for 20 yea rs - and six yea rs earlier had 
managed 10 write 'Designs on Signs: Mylh and Meaning in Maps' with 
John Fels - and if I wasn't altogether sure what maps were, at least I'd 
kicked the habit of renexively thinki ng about them as representations. 
By then I was working with the followi ng definit ion, which I'd printed 
out at 18 pt, all caps, and had pi nned to the wall in front of my com_ 
puter to help keep me from slipping back into ' representational' habits: 
A lIIap is a more or less permalletlt, more or less graphic object SIlPfXJrtillg the 
descriptive fllllctiol1 ill IIuman discourse lIwt lillks things through territory by 
fusillg Oll to a commOIl plalle (lIwt of tlte map) mlilticoded images of tile very 
world tile mal' i tself brings into beillg. Due to this, mailS become weafXJlls 

ill the {igM for social domilliol1, wetl/JOIlS {/isguisea as repreSeIIl{j tiollS of t i,e 
world. 4 

First of ali, the map is an object here. (At least I'd gotten rid of the 
idealism.) It 's a material thing. (It's not someth ing in the head, it's not 
pointing, it 's not walking, it's not dancing, it's not singing.) It 's not allY 
material thing (it 's not a list of directions), it's a graphiC material thing 
(more or less gra phi C because it 's a mix of different kinds of signs, and the 
mix varies), and it's a permanent ma terial thing (more or less permanent 
because some maps are scribbled on scraps of paper, others are carved 
in marble, still others written to a hard drive). The fact that it's more or 
less graphiC and permanent meant that it could be transmitted without 
change across distances and generatlons, and this was essential for the 
ma nagement of the early modern and contemporary state _ the state, 
it had already dawned on me, that was responsibl e for the ma p as we 
knew it (more on this later). 'Object' here also implies the ma p's valida
tion as independent of its creators (this attribute 'sealed' by the assent 
of another or, more commonly, by marks attesting to such assent: sca le 
bars, legends, north arrows, neat lines and the like).s This va lidation as 
an independent object helps secure the map's aut hority, the au thority 
that obligates people to accept the links the map makes, and through this 
acceptance bring into being the world the map encodes. The map postu
lates this world by proposing links - wh ich it presents as facts _ through 
the territorial plane: links between homes and zoni ng ordinances, 
links between residences and tax rates, links between residences and 
police protection, links between residences and leaf collection areas, 
lin ks between residences and candidates, links between location and 
ownership, links between birthplaces and rights and obliga tions, li nks 
between borders and laws, links between highways and states, links 
between places on the ea rth 's surface and nations, links between trees 
and slopes, links between outcrops and theories about the history of the 
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Feb. 17 - Feb. 21 

FOR THIS AREA: Beginning on lassiter MiIUSix 
Forks Road moving to A1tlantic Ave.llitchfordlFalls of 
Neuse Road. 

This IClledule may 
changed due to 
weather or the 
amount of leaves. 
Contact the Leaf 
Line at 890·3no fur 
, daily ypdate about 
leaf cotleaion. 
comult Cable 
Channc:1 22 for the 
current Khedule, or 
visit our web page at 

www.raleign-nc.orgltranspottarioru1eaf.htm. 
Residents in this .re. &bould rake thell luvea into piles 
.t the curb, NOT in the street. 

Bagged leaves . nd other yard wllSCe .Iso will tOntinue 
to be coIlec:ced curbside in CLEAR plastic blIP or 
permanent cont,iner$ as part of the City'S regular 
Wednesday yard waste coIlectioa. 
Look for this ad every Friday through the first week of 

I February. The City of Raleigh appreciates your 
cooperation in helping make our leaf collection program 
a success. 

CITY OF RALEIGH 

Figure /5.2 This City of Raleigh map published annually in local papers links 
residents of Raleigh living In the shaded area with a vacuum leaf machine that 
will be at their curbsides at the times indicated 

earth. I've been prone to illustrate such links with two maps, one of leaf 
collection areas from the City of Raleigh (Figure 1 S.2), the other from 
the Smithsonia n of a species of tree as a slope specialist (Figure 15.3). But 
maps ca n link anything together. For these links to become facts, people 
only have to act as though the links were facts. (That is, they have to rake 
their leaves to the curb when the map tells them to.) 
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Maps encode these lin ks by fusing signs onto a com mon plane. that of 
the map. It is the coexistence of the signs on the plane that links them. 
The signs arc subject to no fewer than the 10 codes "'cIs and I enumer
ated in 'Designs on Signs: Myth and Meaning in Maps': the iconic, the 
linguistic, the tectonic, the tem poral , the presentational, the thematic, 
the topic, the historical, the rhetorical and the utilitarian. More or less 
permanent sign systems that make links through the plane of territory 
subject to (ewer codes fail to rise to the level of the map. Typica lly these 
lack presentational coding. Examples include sketch maps (which we 
distinguish from maps precisely as we distinguish preparatory draWings 
and sketches from paintings) and experimental sketch maps (mappers 
don't 'seal' experimenta l sketch maps ~ause it 's precisely thei r subjec
tivity that's of interest).6 

The restrict ion of maps to incontestably aut horitative objects (by 
excluding sketch maps, experimental sketch maps, paintings, photos 
and the like) gives maps Immense power. For the past half millennium 
people anned wit/I maps have stol~n land from others (often stealing the 
others themselves along with the land), have taken property, mowed 
down forests, despoiled streams and rivers, forced people to pay taxes 
to su pport foreign wa rs, d rafted them into armies, fo rced them to move 
to the other sides of borders, sent their children to schools they may 
not have wanted them to go to, and stopped them from selling toma
toes out of their garage. Of cou rse all these th ings ca n be accomplished 
without maps - they used to be (and often still are) - but the map - an 
authoritative image of the world as it Is - makes it so much easier: 'Look, 
it's not me insisting on this. See, it's right here on the map. If you live 
here, you can't sell toma toes. Retail sales are not allowed in residential 
zoning districts. It 's rea lly that simple.' 

The precedent existential proposition 

FrISi/lg signs onto a commOIl platle. What did I mean by this? Fifteen years 
later, in 2008's Tile Natures or Maps, Fels and I thought we might have 
figured this out too, that is, might finally have accou nted in detail for 
the mystification enveloping the map. What we'd observed was that 
linking things together depended fir st on their establishment. Their 
establishment! That is, the map had first to decla re, Insist upon, vouch 
for, postulate, or propose that the things were, that they in some way 
existed. The map had to say of each: tllis is. Fels and I think about these 
declarations as precede/lt existelllial propositiolls, where a proposition is 
simply an affirmation that something is or is not. 
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I want to stop here for a second . It's easy to glide on through this 
part to where the 'th is is' gets hooked up to a 'there' to make the 'this is 
there' posti ng out of which maps are constructed (and through which 
th ings get linked together); but it's this existential propositio n pa rt of 
the puzzle that map-makers have been pretending doesn 't exist with all 
their nonsense about representations. If maps ITad been representations 
then all the stu ff on the maps pre-existed. It was all out tllere somewhere. 
All map-ma kers d id was see it, or have it brough t to their attention. 
They weren't responsible for its existence. 

To realize what tommyrot this is all you have to do is think abou t 
politica l boundaries for a second. Dido may have laid out the bounda
ries of Ca rthage by laying out a st rip of rawhide, but that 's not how the 
boundaries of, say, modern Europe were laid out. They were laid out on 
ma ps at Versailles at the end of the First World War. Wh ich is how in 
1949 the Green Line was laid out in Palestine, on a map. Which is how 
legislative d istricts in North Carolina are being laid out as I write this, 
on maps.7 That is, these boundaries - almost all boundaries - are created 
by map-makers; they're map-made. They're 'cartefacts'. And when I say 
'almost all bounda ries' I don't just mean 'al most all political boundaries', 
I mean almost all boundaries. In The Natures of Maps Fels and I demon
strate how t rue this is fo r ra nge maps of plants and anima ls, fo r maps 
of geOlogy, for maps of eco-regions, for ma ps of pa rks. The boundaries 
weren 't Ollt there unt il after the maps made them. 

In 20 10's Ret/linking tile Power of Maps I go on to demonstrate the 
on tologica l role p layed by map- makers in th e geology of Ma rs, the racial 
composition of America n classrooms, US political polarizatio n, the size 
and shape of Kashmir, the exten t of the Pamirs, of the Karako ram, even 
of the very idea of a mountain range. (I advance an elaborate argument 
founded in mereological nihllism .)8 Here let me simply point to the 
ca reful maps once made ... oft/ze callais on Mars (see Lane 20 11). The 
English astronomer Nathaniel Green, the Italian astrono mer Giovanni 
Schiaparelli and the American astrono mer Perciva l Lowell were all 
certa in - 100 per cent certain - that with their powerful telescopes they 
were seeing cana ls that actually existed Oll t there somewhere and no 
mo re than transcribi ng, represellting them on paper. Today we're certain 
they were seeing things ... but not thi ngs on Ma rs. Yet at the turn of the 
nineteenth century their maps of Martian canals were taken as seriously 
as we once took Colin Powel's annotated air-photos of Iraq 's weapons of 
mass destruction, lI as we take the maps showing the extent of radioac
tive danger from Japan's crippled Fukushima reactors tOday. What's the 
d ifference between these maps and those of the canals o n Mars? 
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There isn't any. 
Of course I'm not saying there's no difference between the imaginary 

Martian ca nals and the very real danger from the radioactivity released 
by the damaged Japa nese reactors. But I am saying that the maps that 
established them as realit ies for us - the canals at the turn of the n ine
teenth centu ry, the radioactivity as I write this - do so in precisely the 
same way, very carefu lly posting very carefully collected data. As maps 
brought into popular consciousness the fact of the cana ls on Ma rs, so 
the map in this morning's New York Times establishes as fact for us the 
zones of danger: wit hin a mile from the reactors, 'death within weeks'; 
1-2 miles, ' possible death in two months'; 2-3 miles, 'bleeding from 
mouth , th roat'; and so on through nausea, vomiti ng, ha ir loss, and 
changes in blood chemistry. The hairlines used to delimit the zones, the 
subtly shaded relief map into which they're inscribed, the graphs, scale 
ba rs and charts, all conspire to say, ' Believe me! I'm rea l. 'l0 

Furthermore, the maps do th is in two d istinct registers Simultaneously. 
For in order to post a zone of danger to a map, the map has to attest 
both to the existence of the conceptual type, 'zone of danger', as welt 
{IS to the existence of a part icular instance of that type, 'death with in 
weeks at Fukushima'. This is true for every map sign no matter how 
self-eviden t the category may seem (river, mou ntain), and is an inesca p
able consideration for determin ing the mark that posts the instance (the 
mark fo r river, the mark for zone o f da nger). It is foregrounded, however, 
when tile category is created by the map. A 'zone of danger' is an example 
o f such a category,11 but others are more commonplace. At the moment 
I'm th inking of Vii helm and Jacob Bjerknes' work on cyclon ic weather 
systems that leads to the weat herman 's daily cha nt about cold fronts 
sweeping in from there o r warm fronts moving offsho re here. Fronts 
arc cartefacts like bou ndaries. You can't measure a front , you can' t see 
it. You can measure the temperature, you ca n see the clouds, you can 
lis ten to the rain , but ... those aren 't fron ts. Fronts are abstract ions of 
generalizations made about weather data posted to maps. It took an 
enormous amount of weather data and bright men wit h lots of malhs 
and physics years to figu re out fronts (and to go on and devise the map 
marks fo r them I2); and only since 194 1, when the US Weather Bureau 
fina lly adopted the approach , did an awareness o f fronts begin to enter 
popular consciousness. Fro" ts were discovered ami promulgated 0" maps. 
As Vil helm Bjerknes put it: 'During 50 years meteorologists all over the 
world looked at weather maps without discovering thei r most im portant 
features. I only gave the right kind of maps to the right young men , and 
soon they discovered the wri nkles in the face of the Weather.'1) 
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The polar front. The jet stream. Rossby waves. The thermohaline 
circulation. The Gulf Stream. The Open Polar Sea. North American 
geosynclines. The Delta Culture Region. Continenta l drift. The Great 
American Desert. Country Music Substyle Regions . Spheres of Influence 
(t he Anglosphere, the Sinosphcrc, the Arab World). Tectonic plates. 
Shalterbelts. The Midd le East. Gondwana. The hole in the ozone. 
The geogra phic cent re of the United States. Hadley cell s. Pangaea. 
Mackinder's Hea rtland. The Sunbelt. Each of these, like cold fronts and 
zones of danger, exists solely on, through or by vi rtue of a map. Each is a 
cartefact. Are there any ot hers? Sure. The border between the Federated 
States of Micronesia and the Northern Mariana Islands. Germany. Any 
EI Nir)o-Southern Oscillation. The world as a whole. The United States. 
The International Date Line. The border between Niger and Chad. Any 
border - every si ngle one of them - but also, in decreasing degree, 
mountain ra nges, forests, watersheds, rivers. I've argued all these else
where. Here it is merely important to understand that the cOl1cephm{ 
type is not someth ing map-makers necessarily absorb from the zeitgeist; 
it 's something map-makers are involved in creating or, when not creat
ing, then maintaining, promoting and propagating. 

The posting and the performative 

Map-makers am post purely conceptual types, though what they post 
them to is less a map tha n ... a teaching aid. Here's an example from a 
nineteenth-centu ry geography textbook/atlas (Figure 15.4). The image is 
popu lated with purely generic mountains, rivers, coastlines, bays, that is, 
with what Bertrand Russell thought about asgellcrai as opposed to atOl1lic 
propositions, the category 'bay' as opposed to an instance of a bay.14 What 
is it about these features that bespeaks their generality? Mostly it's their 
lack of location. Instmlces of the conceptual type 'bay' always have a 
location, they're always somewhere, somewhere whiCh, thanks to the 
unique indexica lity of the ma p plane, we can visit in the flesh. And look! 
Here we arc steaming through the Narrows into New York Bay, there's 
the Statue of Liberty, and beyond it the towers of Man hattan! In post
ing to a map an instance ('New York Bay') of a conceptual type ('bay') 
(Figure 15.5), the existential 'th isness' - 'I'm a bay' - acqU ires a geo
graphica l 'thereness' - 'north of the Na rrows, south of Manhattan, west 
of Brooklyn '. That is, the 'thereness' acquires a 'thisness' at the same 
instant that the 'th isness' acquires a 'therencss' . The simultaneous asser
tion that 'th is Is there' and 'there is this' constitutes the posting - 'New 
York Bay' - and posti ngs are the 'what' out of which maps are built. 

..- .. -.. k 
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Figllre 15.4 The landforms here are purely generic, and point to no actual cape, 
bay or delta on earth. ThaI is, the index ical function here is less spatial than 
lex ical 

Fels and ' refer to the posting as the flilldamental cartographic proposi
tiOIl , and in Tile Natures of Maps we detailed the graphic logic through 
which postings are man ipulated to generate territo ries, transmit author
ity, and otherwise link things together to circulate meaning and create 
the mapped world. Here I want instead to draw attention to the way the 
posti ng resembles a shi p's christeni ng. A christening is the ceremony 
through which a sh ip is named and lau nched. Babylonians, Egyptians, 
Romans - peoples everywhere - have christened ships, early on with 
sacrifi ces, later with 'standing cups', more recently by breaking a bottle 
of wine across the bow and uttering the fo rm ula, ' I na me th is ship the 
Queen Elizabetll.' 

I choose this example because it's one J. L. Austin used to explain 
what he meant by a 'performative' utterance. A performative utterance 
is one that not only says something, but in the saying does something. 
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Figllre lS.S This map posts New York Bay, an instance of the conceptual type 
'bay' 

[n the case of a ship's christening it names the ship. Other examples 
include saying '[ do' in a marriage ceremony, saying 'I'm sorry' to some· 
one you've offended, offering a dare, offering a bet, making someone 
welcome, or making a promise. The phrases or sentences involved in 
these cases aren't describing anything, but are carrying out the act in 
question. To promise is to say to someone, 'I promise you that I'll .. .' 
To say the words is to make the promise. To say the words is to do it. 
You may deliver on your promise; you may not. That affects how peo
ple take your promises - seriously or otherwise - but not the making 
of them. 

The big news here was that up untii Austin noticed th is it had been 
pretty much taken for granted, with the exception of special ized gram
matical forms (exclamations, imperatives, questions), that utterances 
consisted of propositions, statements, descriptions of fact - what Austin 
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referred to as constative utterances (where 'constate' simply means 'to 
state positively'). All have the property of being true or false: it's raining, 
she's taller than he is, today is 22 March. As Austin observed, 'We have 
not got to go very far back in the history of philosophy to find philoso· 
phers assuming more or less as a matter of course that the sole business, 
the sale interesting business, of any utterance - that is, of anything we 
say - is to be true or at least false.' 15 

Now th iS, of course, could as easily be said of maps. That maps did 
anything but assert things that were either true or false - or more or less 
precise or accurate - was unimaginable. It was unimaginable that maps 
did anything but represent the world more or less fa ithfu lly. That maps 
were performative in Austin's sense, that they carried out act ions, well ... 
that was simply ridiculous. It would defeat the wllole purpose of a map. But 
in drawing pOlitical boundaries maps are incontestably performative. 
Though doubtless responsive to the wills of those drawing them, bounda
ries represent nothing on the ground. Only in their posting to maps are 
boundaries brought into being: they less correspond to facts than constitute 
them. Once posted to the map boundaries may assume material form on 
the ground, but the signs, fences , walls, guard posts - all are after the map. 
Just as saying 'I name you Queen Elizabeth' turns the ship illto the Queen 
Elizabeth, so it is the drawing of the boundary on the map that separates 
the reach of one polity from that of another. (Whether the boundary is 
respected is a whole other question, like that of the quality of a promise.) 
This all may be easier to think about when the boundaries are less fraught 
than national boundaries tend to be, perhaps because fewer rights and 
obligations are involved. State and provincial borders, county lines, city 
limits, the edges of legislative districts or school zones usually have no 
presence on the grou nd at all. Because of this they illustrate the map's 
power to bring the world into being in a peculiarly strong fo rm. Stronger 
still, though, is the power of maps that lay down the future. Right now 
I'm thinking about the map, 200 years old as I write this, that at a time 
when most of the island's inhabitants lived in the welter of streets we 
know today as Greenwich Village, Tribeca, Soho and Wall Street, laid out 
the grid for the remaining 80 per cent of Manhattan .16 

Represent? 
But hold on a sec: before getting carried away, let's draw out the com

parison between the performative and maps in a little greater detail. In 
a nutshell, a performative utterance is one ' in which to say something 
is to do something' (Austin 1962: 12). Now, to 'say something' is exactly 
what our precedent existentia l proposition does; it says 'this is' (with 
respect to both instance and category). And 'do something' is exactly 
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what our posting does by insist ing that whatever the this-is is exists 
there, for example, this border (between France and Germany) exists 
there (where we draw It on the map); just as it insists that the border is 
there where the map says it is. It's very like a christening, almost identica l 
in fact: 'I christen this part of the map France, and that part Germany.' 
I want to contend that everything on maps is brought into being this 
way: mountains, rivers, the whole schmear. Although you may resist the 
idea that saying, 'That mountain over there' is a christening-like pe r
fo rmance, the fact is that unti l such a naming/mapping is performed, 
the there-thing (the 'mountain ') is - and how to say th is? - wl-ll/inged. 
The mountain Is not brought into being as tile mOlmtaill Ol/lhe map until 
the conceptual category is draped over it (Wood 2010: 270). Obviously 
th is is easier to accept when we're talking about claims of colonia l ter
ritory in the name of a king which is performative on its face (utteri ng 
the formula ' I claim this land in the name ._.' while sticking a flag in 
the ground and making it so on a mapI7), but it 's worth thinking about 
with respect to the mapped world in its entirety_ 

PerfoTming the state 

But J don't Insist on it here because where I really want to go is to 
the performance of the state and we're almost there. By the time Fels 
and I came to write 'Designs on Signs' it had become obvious that 
maps laboured extenSively in the service of the state. Or m aybe th is 
understates It, for certaInly it was one o f the principal assertions of the 
critica l cartography that was then being born - the assertion that most 
enflamed the ire of the old guard - that maps had political agendas, that 
they were tools of the state. The papers given at the 1985 Nebenza h l 
Lectu res at the Newberry Library and later collected under the tit le 
MOllarcl/s, Ministers, and Maps: The Emergence of Cartography as a Tool 
of Govemment ill Early Modem Europe began to sketch something of the 
range of the map's labours for the state; Fels and I something of their 
inwardness; and Brian Harley's 'Maps, Knowledge, and Power' of 1988 
and later papers someth ing of their penetration and ... grip (Buisseret 
1992; Wood and Fels 1986; Harley 1988, 2(01 ). In the lecture I gave to 
inaugurate the Power of Maps exhibition I simply took it for granted 
that the map was a weapon in the arsenal of state control, discussing the 
map under the headings o f subjugation, intimidation and legitimation. 
But the state had many tools at its disposal: what was it about the map 
that the state found SO valuable, especially the state emerging in early 
modern China, Eu rope, Japan and elsewhere? 
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It is important to observe that all the bureaucratic func tions fu lfilled 
by maps during this period could have been handled without maps, as 
they had been during the later Middle Ages. The h istoria ns of cadastral 
mapping, Roger Ka in and Eli zabeth Ilaigent, remind us that maps are 
not indispensable even for cadastres; and this leads them to wonder 
why so many states adopted cadastra l mapping during the early modern 
period. 'Conviction of the merits of mapping was a precondition for 
mapping itself', they argue (1992: 343). 

This is a theme in much contemporary scholarship where a pa r
ticu la rly significant merit was the ability of the map to figure the 
new state itself, to perform lite shape of statehood, to give the state what 
the historian Thongchai Winichakul calls a geo-body (1994).18 The 
early modern state was in the opening phase of an evolution from an 
o lder structure in which loyalty had been offered to o ne's lord, one's 
immediate community and one's family (typified by a powerful sense 
of mutual obligations among face-to-face acquaintances), to a novel 
political o rganization with increasingly impersonal institutions and 
abstract character. This impersonal state required new forms for its 
embodiment. Con temporary scholarShip is unanimous that the map 
possessed an all but unique power to give the elusIve idea of th is new 
state concrete form, both for those living withi n it and fo r those con
templating it from without; and has documented this for Japan, China, 
Russia, France, the United States, Mexico, Siam, British Guyana, Israel 
and elsewhere. 19 

The most striking feature about all these assertions is their persua
sion that the map was an artefact that cOl/strucled the state, that liter
ally lJelped to bring the state into beIng, that brought it into foclls. It 's 
almost as though it were the map that in a graphic performance of 
statehood conjured the state as SIlCI/ into existence: out of the territories 
o f the recently warring daimyo of Japan, out of the fa r-flung posses
sions of Chinese emperors, out of the disjointed rabble of the American 
colonies. 

As I noted, Win ichakul calls this map-made construct a gea-body and 
has cha racterized the emergence of Thailand's goo-body as 'a victory of 
mapping' (1994: 129).20 In his case the goo-body was produced by map
ping in three distinct but interdependent ways: 

(1) The very act of mapping requires that the state be something 
mappable, that is, a tiling, a geo-body wi th borders, which Thailand, 
as was common everywhere until the seventeenth-century spread 
of mapmaking, really didn't havc.21 It had frontiers. Borders are 
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brought into being through mapping, both by the imperative to be 
mapped and tllmugll the medium of mapping. 

(2) These borders establish a shape, the nation's visua l form; and 
this mapped shape becomes Iconic, 'the map-as-logo' as Benedict 
Anderson has put it (1991 : 175) . In 'the image of the national map 
was one of the few visual artifacts demonstrating what many per
ceived to be either an abst ract or even untenable fiction, namely 
that there could be a national union between disjoInted regions and 
polit ically disparate people' (Bruckner 2006: 121 ). 

(3) Through its presentation of the state as all existent thillg the map 
obscures the origins of the sta te il/ Ilistory, assuming and so project
Ing the prio r existence of the geo-body, espeCially colonial regimes 
that claimed to 'in herit' ancient geo-bodies by draWing, as Anderson 
puts it, ' historical maps designed to demonstrate, in the new carto
graphic discourse, the antiquity of spe<:ific, tightly bounded territo
ria l units' that had in fact lIot previously existed. This was even more 
true for modem states like Germany, Italy, Israel, Iraq, the Sudan. 
This promotes rhetoric about the inviolability, and so the necessity 
of defending borders, which returns us to the first way maps produce 
the gea-body. 

It was these interlocking benefits - fixing borders, giving a shape to the 
state, sol idifying it s claims to existence - that convinced leaders of early 
modern states of the gene ral merits of mapping, and that constituted 
the necessary precondition ca lled for by Kain and Ba igent. 

La rge-scale property mapping may seem far removed from these 
sorts of national conside rations, but the fact is that large.sca le 
property mapping, state-scale mapping, and sma ll-sca le regional 
and world mapping were reciproca lly supporti ve of the state. Once 
convi nced of its merits states suddenly found the map indispensable 
for an ever-growing number of fu nctions, first among which was all 
but invariably that of rendering fiscally legible its territo ry, that is, of 
reducing the welter of feudal landholding practices - especially forms 
of common ownersh ip - to a si mpler system at once ' prec ise, sc he
matic, general, and uniform'. Whatever a mapped cadast re's defects, 
James Scott argues, 'it is the preco ndition of a tax regimen that com
prehensively links every patch of land with its owner - the taxpayer' 
(Scott 199&: 44).2.2 And the imposit ion of such a system could yield 
su rp risi ng state-building benefits. In late sixteenth-century Japa n, 
for instance, Hideyosh i conceived of map-making as a localized and 
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incremental programme which, while an undoubted expression of 
sta te con trol, was, more im portantly, all instrument of CQuversioll 
through the collaborative, ongOing map-maki ng labour itsel f. As 
Mary Elizabeth Berry concludes, 'P recisely because union was frac
tious and unfamiliar, cartography served the conquerors by Instilli ng 
(I fugitive idea of CO/lesion, not by reflecti ng any palpable reality ... In 
thIs way Hideyoshi and his successors not only normalized a nascent 
poli ty but invented, and instructed cou ntless participants in the very 
imagining of "our country'" (Berry 2006: 79) 

What do maps do with people? 

The exact route the map took towa rds genuine indispensability varied 
with the unique circumstances of the state, but without exception 
the role of the map widened, penetrating ever more deeply into daily 
life. Think fo r a second about that North Carolina state highway map. 
I mea n, even if we accept that it's just a map to help us get around -
tI/is lias become a slale fllI lClio,,? It's hard to image a Lancastrian king 
of Engla nd accepting this as an obligation of the crown. Of course 
it's easier to understa nd North Caroli na taking it on if we embrace 
the map's mythiC functions, for these not only serve to project North 
Caroli na as a state to other states as well as its own ci tizens - to say 
nothing of reflecting well upon the admi nistration responS ible for the 
map (which thus justifies th e confidence of thosc who voted it into 
office) - but when exploited In the classroom help to construct North 
Ca rolina ami the very idea of statehood in the minds of future genera
tions. It is in such almost unnoticed, taken-for-granted ways that maps 
today perform the statc. 

It is instructive in this regard to think about how many maps straight
fo rwardly involved the state in that catalogue of maps my family 
encountered during those 20 days in 1989: Chandler's map of France 
(including departments and capitals) for his school project; the world 
maps covered with states that Tom Saa rinen showed us, and the world 
map Chandler made; the Pictlonary maps made to illustrate 'Brazil', 
'Taiwa n' and 'Illinois'; the Risk game board; the Amtrak maps (a state
owned railroad); Randall looking up the Canary Islands for a school 
report in an atlas 'Dedicated by gracious permission to Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth 11', crowned head of a constitutional monarchy; the 
Surrealist map of the world on my shirt with its reinvention of the 
world's states; and the North Ca rolina logo on Chandler's shirt. With 
the exception of the role·playing maps Randall and Chandler made, 
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and Chandler's water-park maps, all the rest of the maps ack/wwfedged 

the state, which, after all, most ever)'\vhere these days grants cities their 
right to exist (city bus route maps, city road maps, city council planning 
maps, maps to contest those, and so on). 

They' re hard to escape, maps that one way or another are issued 
by, refer to, ackn owledge o r otherwise perform the state. And to 
the ex tent that in some way all the rest of the maps derive the ir 
power, aut hority, contesta tory edge, friSSO fl , form, t ropes - whatever 

- from state maps, there's a powe rful and ext remely important sense 
in which it is not so much what people do wit h maps as it is what 
maps do with people. Though, of course, maps have no agency of 
their own (do they?) , so rea lly it's 'What does the sta te use maps to 
do wi th people?' 

It is unpleasant, in any case, this great map ritual of the state we all 
perform in (images of French revolutionary festivals) - but essential to 
keep in mind. I remain hopefu l that we can undo this hegemony and 
recla im the map as someth ing truly human, but we're not going to be 
able to do that unless we keep in mi nd, if only in some corner, the fact 
tha t ma ps also perform the state at checkpoints, border posts and bar
rier wa lls. It's rea lly important to keep in mind the way ma ps have us 
almost literally in thrall . 

Notes 

l. This was the first season's fourth episode, 'The Gau ntlet ', 1985. 
2. T. Keung Hui, 'Social Studies Squeeze', [Raleigh1 News arid Observer 13 August 

2003, pp. IS and 9B. 
3. I fi rst published this catalogue In slightly variant form in Til l! I'ower of Maps 

(1992a: 34-6). 
4. I fi rst published this in ' How Maps Work' (I 992b: 66-74). 
5. This is the burden of my paper 'What Makes a Map a Map' (1993: 81-6). 
6. See 'What Makes a Map a Map', and my 'A Map Is an Image Proclaiming Its 

Objective Neutrality: A Response to Mark Denil' (2007: 4-16). 
7. 'GOP ready to red raw N.C.'s political map', News al/d Obsl!rver, 26 

March 2011, p. l A, II A. This is a decenn ial festiva l o f fie rcely partisan 
map-making. 

8. See my Rethi/lkillg tlJe I'ower of Maps (2010: pp. 46-5 1). 
9. Maria Lane made this comparison at a presentation of her work on the 

mapping of Mars at a meeting of the American Studies Association in 
WaShington, 2005. 

10. Undercutting all this certainty is a head note that reads, 'based on a model that 
predicts potential radiation levels depending on whether the containment ves
sels remain intact, \o\o-eat her patterns, and other factors', all of them guessed at 
in order to run the model. New York Times, 18 March 2011, p. Al l. 
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11 . See Tom Koch's Cartograpllies of Disease: Maps, Mappil1g, mltl Medicine (2005: 
19-24) fo r an early example of such zones in seventeenth-century maps of 
the plague in Bari, itaLy. 

12. See Mark Monmonier's Air Apparent: How Meteorologists l.l!am ed to Map, 
Predict, mId Dramatize Weather (1999: 57-87 and plate 4). 

13. From the Norwegian Geophysical Society obituary. At: www.ngfweb.no/ 
docs/NGF_GP_VoI24_fo rord. pdf., page 18 (accessed 25 Janua ry 201 2). 

14. See Russell's Ollr Kllowledge of fire Ex ternal World (1922 [19 141: 55-8). 
15. J.1.. Austin, ' Performative Utterances', in hiS I'll i/osapilical Papers, Second 

Edition (1970: 233-52). See also h is 'Performative-Constative', in, among 
other places, Klemke (1983: 411-20), and 'Other Minds', also in h is 
Philosapllical Papers (1970: 76-116). How To Do TIIil/Ss wit l l Words (1962) is a 
book-length treatment. 

16. Sam Roberts, ' 200th Birthday for the Map That Made New York', with the 
subhead, 'Where Forest Stood, A Street Matrix For a City'S Futu re', New York 
Times, 21 March 2011, p.A I8. 

17. ThiS is pastiche, but for t he real thing see Patricia 5eed (1995). 
18. Wi nichakul published 'Siam Mapped: A History of the Geo-body of Siam', in 

1987 in the Proceedillgs of file II/ternatiolla l COllfeTe/lCe on Tha i Studies, Vol . I , 
Australia National University, Canberra. His 1988 dissertation of the same 
name was published, with the same title, by the University of Hawaii Press 
(Honolulu) in 1994. 

19. This is an essential body of work. For Japan see Mary EJizabeth Berry (2006) 
and Marcia Yonemoto (2003); for China, Laura Hostetler (2001); for Russia, 
Valerie Kivelson (2006); for France, among others, Tom Conley (1996); for 
the USA, Marlin Bruckner (2006); for Mexico, Raymond B. Craib (2004); for 
Slam, Thongchai Winlchakul (1994); for British Guyana, D. Graham Burnett 
(2000); and fo r Israel, the eighth chapter of my own Rethinkillg tile Power Of 
Maps (2010: 231-55). 

20. The followi ng discussion of the geo-body is enti rely derived from 
Wi nichakul. 

21. See R. J V. Prescott, I'ol itical Front iers and I'ol it ical BoJIIlda ries (1987) for the 
essential dist inction. 

22. The whole Chapter from which I've plucked thiS quotation, 'Nature and 
Space' (Scott 1998: 11-52), should be mandatory reading. 
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